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The, WooVIC DANCE men in Tin srzvicsFollowing the basketball game with The addresses of all booster men inSTER the service, but who would otherwiseOtterbein, men and women may dance to bethe vie in Babcock basement. The pre-
vailing
in college, are listed on page two of
price is 15 cent per couple. this issue. All addition or corrections
i
would be greadr appreciated by the
Voice.
"I disagree with what you say, but 1 will defend with my life your right to say it." Voltaire,
Volume LVIII
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Faculty Supports
Shorter
Woostcr (Jo-operat- es With
v Governments Program
By Speeding Up Course
,
i ..a .
Spring vacation Will be eliminated
and first semester examinations will
be given nest week during class per
iods in order to speed up the college
program' so that commencement exer
cises may be held May 11, it was de-
cided at faculty meetings held Tues
day, Jan. 13. ' "
a let 0t schedule - o t examinations t o
which professors will adhere as far as
possible was decided upon. That is,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 20
and 21, examinations will be given in
the 'first, third, and fifth hours. On
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 22 and
23, examinations will be given during
the second, fourth, and sixth hours.
Exams may be given at other times
but this was set up as the norm.
Regarding the change in the semes- -
sgrantj President Charles Fr
-- Wishart said: 1
.
'The government has asked two
things of us: to turn out trained
men and women and to do it by
the time they reach the age of
20, and this necessarily means a
speeding up of the college course
to three years. This is not com-
pulsory and any who desire may
take the four year course.
"We feel as bad as anybody
about the tearing up of our old
leisurely traditions, but for the
emergency we must cooperate."
President Wishart wished to em-
phasize that we are not alone in
this action but that all of the col-
leges are hurrying up their programs.
The actions approved by the faculty
at their meeting Tuesday, Jan. 13
are:
I ' i ' t' t. j: ; I . e't- t,'t pian tor eariy dismissal at fol-
lows: the date of commencement for
1942 to be set on Monday, May 11;
the examination period of the first
semester to be eliminated, final exam-
inations to be given in one or more
class periods of the week of Jan. 19;
the examination period for the sec-
ond semester to be eliminated; spring
. I ! ? J I t
Friday declared a holiday; the second
semester to be shortened one week;
,and the Washington's birthday , and
I ff at(umanuea on fag j
Facts In
Review
By STAN COATES
POLICY In the future this col-
umn will deal lightly with the war.
The space will be devoted to news
that is likely to escape attention. In
fha firinlaesrweall - ffer-sic- le and
tired of ' reading war news dav and
night. Secondly, we're likely to miss
some of the important news that is
obscured by the screaming headlines.
Thirdly, by the time the Voice comes
out all the war new in this column
is stale anyway. (Or had you noticed
that!)
LAST MONTH A great deal has
happened since we went home to
celebrate the holidays.' I suppose most
of you have heard rumors about:
"Winston Churchill addresaingajoint
session of Congress (including the
august Supreme Court) ; plans by the
Allies for a grand strategy to smash
the .Axis; President Roosevelt's pro-
posals for arms production that stag-
gers the imagination; a war budget
costing over a billion dollars a week;
a pact of 2d .nations not to si en a
separate peace with the Axis.
RELATIVITY There has been
a great deal of excitement about the
new exam schedules. All this seems
rather unimportant when we think
of the solid-semest- er grind ahead of
us. This too fades into insignificance
when we contemplate the future
(largely governed by draft boards).
These' petty personal problems, i n
turft7TeenfvTodwindlewhen we con
sider the job we will have in trying
to put the world together again.
Those nervous souls who always find
something to worry about will not run
out of material for long time', so
maybe we'd better think about some
thing beside the war, i
Schedule
Pianist Presents
Classical Works
In Co-o- p Recital
- By, GRACE OHKI
Mieczyslaw Munz, Polish pianist,
presented the third Cooperative Con
cert of the season on Monday, Jan
1 2. Famed on five continents as t
piano soloist of the first rank, Mr
Munz came to the campus under the
sponsorship of the Wooster Federa
tion of Music.
Display Brilliant Technique
During his rather short program,
the artist succeeded in displaying his
brilliant technique, virtuosity, and
beauty of tone, for which, he has been
so highly praised , throughout t h e
world. He has been applauded by crit
ics as a young Paderewski, a real mus
ical genius. .Though it lacked some-
what in producing vitality and force
of heavier, climatic portions of. the
compositions, Munz' touch permitted
beautiful performance of pianissimo
work. ,
The program was typically Euro- -
pean, including only the works of the
classical and romantic writers. To
many of his listeners, the absence of
the much accustomed modern spirit
in recitals was definitely felt.
Presented Good Interpretation
However, his Wooster audience was
particularly charmed with the rapid
passage work of each hand in Han--
del' "Harmonious Blacksmith," and
the interpretative and technical skill
in presenting the Beethoven "Appas- -
sionata Sonata." Noteworthy was his
control of the. left hand fingers; also
his production of. repeated
.notes.
Munz concluded his program with the
showy "Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 11"
by Liszt.
The artist, repeatedly called back
to' the stage, played three encores: the
(Continued on Page 4)
Society of Poets
Selects Bradford
George W. Bradford, assistant pro
fessor of English, was recently elected
a member of the Ohio Poetry So
ciety. The organization which is com'
posed of residents of Cleveland and
Akron requires a candidate for mem-
bership to submit ten selections of
original poetry which are judged by
an executive committee and later acted
upon by the entire organization in ex.
ecutive session.
The society is select and has
very high standards for its members
to uphold. The purpose of the or-
ganization is to give an opportunity
to Ohio people who are interested in
writing to show just what they can
do.
Many noted poets such as Robert
Frost and Alfred Noyes have lectured
beforethegroup,TJxephio Poetry
Society meets in Cleveland monthly.
Faculty - You Guess Who - Hides Behind Grease Paint
Under their wig, paint and powder,
club in London; are none other than
Bradford, Mr. Arthur Kaltenborn, and
to Wooster audience their version of
Senate, Library
Start Campaign
Will Supply Books For
Nation's Armed Forces
Under the sponsorship of the Stu-
dent Senate and the college library,
an extensive book drive to obtain
volumes for soldiers, sailors and mar
ines will begin on the campus shortly
after the opening of the second semes
ter.
The Victory Book Campaign, as it
is known, is a national movement
sponsored by the American Library
Association, the American Red Cross,
and the. UiW;Tce Organization
for National Defense. The goal of the
combined organizations is 15,000,000
volumes.
Bill Lytle and Ruth Conover, new-
ly elected freshman senators are to
lead the drive on the Wooster cam-
pus. " " a
The books will be collected in each
dormitory. .The library will be cen-
tral headquarters, however. More de
tails will be released by the Senate
concerning the method of collection
in the near future
jGood boolcs of every kind are
needed: fiction, popular books of trav.
el, history, and biography; plays,
poems, essays; also up-to-da- te books
on science, technology, reference
books, and books on vocations. Stu-
dents might even contribute their bet
ter text books which they no longer
need. The various Book Club books
would be especially acceptable. No
magazines or papers are wanted be-
cause of .the difficulty of handling
them. ' '
Students Give First
Music Recital of '42
In Chapel Thursday
The first student' recital of 1942
will be held Thursday, Jan. 15, at
7 p.m. in Westminster chapel.
'Martha IWlilburn.'wKo'will give" her
own recital on reb. 10. will sins
" o
Adieu Forets" from Tschaikowsky's
Jeanne D'Arc. The rest of the pro
gram . consists entirely of piano selec-
tions. Margaret Stoll will play Bach's
Gavotte in G minor. Another Bach
composition, "Solfeggietto" will be
played byPauleerrSmith;
There will be two Chopin selections
on the program: "Scherzo in B flat
minor", played byjGrace Ohki and
"Nocturne in C minor", by Rachel
Shobert. Barbara Hosk will olav
"Lotus Land" by Cyril Scott.'
George Mulder will play the Grave- -
Allegro movement from the Beethoven
"Sonata Pathetique". The Allegro
movement from Mendelssohn' "Con-cert- o
in G minor" will be played by
Elizabeth Geer with orchestral parts
on the organ by June Whitmer.
Concluding the program will be
Brahms' "Intermezzo" b y Joanne
Gault and Brahms' "Scherzo" from
tlie"Sohata7t)rlby-NaomtJuty- ;
these debonaire gentlemen, itting in.
(left to tight) t Dr. John Hutchison,
Mr. Frederick W. Moore, all member
,wIf Shakespeare Lived Today" last
-
. V
Club Will Stage
Radio Opera by
Vittorio Gianinni
The premiere stage performance of
the radio opera, "Beauty and the
Beast" by Vittorio Gianinni will be
given in Scon auditorium, Monday
evening, Jan. 19, at 8; 15.-Thi- s will be
presented by members of the Fort
nightly Music club who each year in
cluded a one-a- ct opera presentation
in their year's program.
This particular opera is the result
of a contest which was held two years
ago. The requirement was an opera
which could be given in exactly 29 14
minutes and still be interesting to the
radio public, Gianinni won the con
test, and his was the first opera to be
given which was written' especially
for the radio. Since then, several otlv
ers have been presented.
,
In the -- first radio performance,
Genevieve Rowe, Wooster alumna of
1930, sang the soprano lead with
Charles Kullman from the Metropolis
tan Opera in the tenor role.
'
.tD 1 .1 n iueauty ana tne oeast is cased on
the popular fairy story. The Tole of
father will be played by James Rowe;
the daughters will be Dorothy Hen- -
dersonjjnd
Virginia Witzler; Gardener, Charles
Sommersfand the Beast, Paul Parm-elee- .
Commentator will be Martha Mil- -
burn. Mrs. Neill O. Rowe is director,
Complimentary tickets' may be se-
cured from any Fortnightly member.
College Students
Elect Coates to
Head Assembly
Stanley Coates won real laurels for
Wooster by being elected President
of the Student Legislative Assembly
at Oberlin on Saturday, Jan. 10.
Twelve other colleges of northeastern
Ohio were represented including Den- -
ison, Hiram, Capital, John Carroll,
Case, Kenyon, Kent State, and West-
ern Reserve, besides Oberlin and
Wooster. Since each school presented
a presidential candidate, it was quite
an honor for Wooster when Stan was
elected. ., '
Those representing Wooster were
James Glasgow and Mary Ann Riddle
on the labor question; David Neely
and Virginia Lee on the civil liberties
question; and Stan Coates and Dor-oth- y
Reed on the foreign relations
question. Lucie aimon and Martha
Stark served as alternates.
After a general assembly in which
the president and secretary were elect.
ed the group adjourned to committee
rooms to draw up a majority bill on
their particular question. The bill
presented by Jim - Glasgow was the
one chosen by the committee on labor
relations. After amending and cor-
recting the chosen bills the separate
groups met for lunch.
In the afternoon, with one hour
allotted to each question, the major
ity reports were presented before the
general assembly, debated, accepted or
rejected. i
V
the reading room of the Olymphu
Dr. Lowell W. Coolidge, Mr. George
of the college faculty, who presented
Friday evening in the Litde Theatrel
(Voict Staff Photo)
'
.
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Senate uraa
For
'42 Hop's Action
Starts in Tackle,
Ends in 'Shanty'
Tally university will play State
Women's Teachers college in the first
act of 'Tally-Ho,- " the 1942 produc
tion of the Gum Shoe Hop, and Tally
will win! In this unusual scene, which
occurs on the athletic field of Tally,
football player Mancowitz (Tohnnv
Shriver), of Tally, will compete with
Jim (Scott Leonard) for the favor of
Bea (Gloria Spencer), in a romantic
triangle.
"Shanty" Scene of Finale
The final two acts of this musical
comedy 'will occur within the walls of
"The Shanty," but Celia Retzler, stu
dent director, will not divulge the out-
come of
.
the love I dispute. Bob Ed
wards wrote "Tally-Ho- ", which will
be given in Scott
.
auditorium, on
Thursday and Friday evenings, Feb.
19 and 20, and Saturday afternoon,
Febrxn " .
r
Others in the cast are: Dane, Le-no- re
Dunlap; Gin, Pat Blocher;
Shank, Jim Rowe1; Mudhen, Jim
Relph; Bill Shanty, .Glenn Bryan; Mr.
Courtesy, Fred Stead; President, Doug
Zook; F. B. I. agent, Paul Weimer;
Announcer, Dick Connor r Freshman
I, Jim Park; Freshman II, Jim Ches- -
nut; Movie Scout, John Stalker; Sa- -
lome, Ruth Kress; Lucky Paul, Jim
Bender.
Whifmpr Oil-Ar- t Muiii- -
June Whitmer, who is directing the
music, has chosen eight girls and four
boys for parts in I the chorus. Four
more boys have yet to be named.
Girls already selected are: Betty Gees-ling- ,-
Margaret Alsberg, Katherine
Kruse, Mary and artha McClaran,
Mary Jane West, Louise Jenkins, and
Ginny Clark. Boys jare: Cameron Sat-terthwait- e,
John Renner, Mike Carter.
and Bill Johnson
Walter Krumm is; stage manager for
the production, but the remainder of
the stage crew has not been named.
Bob Gedde is business manager and
Paul Churton is in charge of publicity.
Thomas Bf Wenner
Analyzes '42 Latin
American Situation
Thomas B. Wenner, present head
of the Department of Political Sci-
ence, Cleveland college,- - Western Re-
serve university and a foreign corres
pondent, world traveler, and lecturer
spoke to the student body in chapel
this mornine.
Mr. Wenner was able to give a clear
analysis of the Latin American set-u- p.
He spoke on "Our Latin American
Front and the Defense of the Amer
icas.
-M-
rf-Wennerr25ris-e-grdtmte-of
Oberlin, and a student at the Uni
versity of Geneva, Switzerland, and
Paris, France; He has taught world
affairs at New York university, the
University of Minnesota, and Western
Reserve university. .
Mr. Wenner's experience as jour
nalist and foreign correspondent has
taken him into every European coun-
try, and his interpretation of world
events has been reproduced in prac- -
ycallLjwerjsectiq
States.
Students Sing, Play
For Music Society in
Ruth Ihrig, president of the recently of
organized .Wooster Ensemble .society,
has announced the second meeting for
the organization. Sundav afternoon.
Jan. 25 at 2:00 in Babcock lounze.'
Taking part in the program will
be Betsy Howard Hyde, piano; Dr.
Edward Hyde, violin, and David
"Youne. cello, olavinir Brahma' "Trinl
-
. ..' .in major, lhe Mozart string quar
34 in E flat, will betet, opuswr,1yl - ai, wiu playedplayed I
by Nickey Zuppas and Joan Huber,J
Huber, cello. Saint Saens' septet with
trumpet, opus 65. is to be performed
,
" I
py William Fissell, trumpet; Donne I
Jean fZGault,!. t VT Iiano; oenv lost ana I
ielen Palaschak, violins;
-
Lauralynn
' IParkerson, viola; Arthur Palmer, cello,
nizes
Red Cross Funds
Schacher Lectures
On Foreign Affairs
y.
-
--
-
-
--
.J
DR. GERHARD SCHACHER
Dr. Gerhard Schacher, noted au- -
thor-of-many-Eu- ropean best-sell- ers
and - other - books - on - European - de
velopments, will speak in chapel on
Wednesday, Jan. 21.
In other places where he has spok
en he has been highly
,
praised. The
president of the Toledo Kiwanis club
says that Dr. Schacher "does not deal
in generalities and does not talk to
impress you but to inform you."
Dr. Schacher is the special visiting
professor of ' the Medill School of
Journalism of Northwestern univer-
sity. He gives an analysis of the Euro-
pean situation over the radio each
week and has attracted wide attention
by his syndicated articles that have
appeared in the Chicago Daily Times
and other newspapers.
Dr. Schacher, who was born in Ber
lin and educated in German univer-sitie- s,
abandoned his German citizen
ship in .1933 and went to Prague
where he became a foreign corres-
pondent for several English news
papers Because of , this position, he
gained much of his knowledge of the
German invasion and Nazi military
methods, and became personally ac
quainted with many leading European
statesmen.
Among his best known books are
"Central Europe and the Western
World", "Germany Pushes Southeast",
and "Germany Pushes West".
Progress in Union
Building is Slow
"The Union Building is progress
ing slowly and is not being retarded
because of war-tim- e shortages," says
John D. McKee, business manager of
the colleee. Mr. McKee hesitates to
say when the building will be com-
pleted, butjtates that it should be fin-tshe- d
in March.
According to Mr. McKee the new
building is coming-- , along as well as
may be expected. The walls are being
insulated and lighting and heating
fixtures are being installed at the pres-
ent time. .
Churton, Katherman and
Wilder Join Congressional
Paul Churton, and Jerry Katherman
were elected new sophomore represen-
tatives to Congressional club at a meet-
ing of that organization held Mon
day, Dec. 12. Bob Wilder was sworn
as the new senior representative.
New officers for, the first session
1942 were elected. Stan Coates was
elected, speaker and Glen Bryan was
chosen clerk. Eugene Beem is treasur
er. Paul uruber and Harry Bizelow
are the outgoing speaker and clerk,
respectively.
. , , ,dRepresentative Eldon Wheeler de--
liveredrere the rhmt esis off thea evening on t
latest developments in the present corf
flict
Rabbi Addresses Chapel
Rabbi Harrv Kanlan. Dirx-to- r tf
the Hillel f
"w " I
university, will ha tha thanal rvl.rl
art . Ion Wednesday, feb. 4.
Rabbi Kaplan1 is tent' tow Wooster.. byVj I
the Jewish Chautauqu. society in the
interest of race co-operati- on.
Drive
Three - Fold Plan Includes
Donations and Functions
To Reach Goal of 1500
.
By JOHN KOVACH
Setting a goal of 1900 a Wooe-te-r'
contribution toward a nation-
wide Red Cross drive, the Student
Senate at their last meeting, Monday,
Jan. 12, started preparations for the
funddrive. The Senate, working with
American Red Cross whoso goal for
this year is 50,000,000, will start the
campaign at the beginning of the new
semester.
The plan originally proposed by
the Student - Faculty Relations Com-
mittee at its. last meeting was adopted
by the Senate, Monday. This plan will
consist of three parts, the first two of
Which will be direct contributions from
the students and faculty members. The
third project which will be continued
during the rest of the semester will de-ri- ve
money from various planned
functions.
Heading the drive on the camoua
will be Ilene Smith.
-I-,-
-.
.
Tt C I ...
- a acuity unnauncc consist-
ing of Charles B. Moke and Dr. Wi!.
liam F. Kieffer will cooperate with the
aenate in helping to put over this
drive.
Jerry Stryker, President of the Sen
ate in asking for the suDoort of rk
student body said: "Contributions for
the membership Red Cross drive on
the campus a few months ago were
very meagre. Giving only a nirk-- I
or dime was understandaKU .1.
D.. f I
uui now tnat tbe country is at n.
more liberal donations are absolutely
necessary and a dollar from every
Wooster student is not too much.
Finding a dollar for an extraordinary
expenditure is plenty hard these days.
ut these are extraordinary time mnA
the Red Cross is an organization that
thoroughly deserves extraordinary sup-
port."
The proposed plan to reach thi
goal is divided into three narta. Pir
the student body should reach goal
of 800 one dollar contributions. Since
the regular membership drive of the
1- TV.ntviniia4 a. f
Wooster Loses
Staff Members
During Vacation
Over tUm PlinVn... L.:J vrruuuuan waaa.
fpr lnr twn. mAn.lv-- H C .1 e- - u..u.wi iium mm racuinr
and administrative staff.
Miss Ruth Westlund. former hJ
resident of Hoover Cottage, Ka. a.
cepted the head residency of Mapla
nau ot Stephens coUege, Columbia,
Mo. Miss Westlund had been in charge
of Hoover for 2Vj years; she cam
here from the University of Minneso-
ta where she completed her maa.
degree in psychology. Miss Harriet
Klein, secretary to the Dean of Worn--
en., is nnw ,. R.-- u-
" ua vi tnaovwT.
Dr. Gordon Dustan. Entrlklk ma.
' v- -- - rlessor, ha lt W7 1
head of the English department at
Valley Forge Military Academy, at
Wayne, Pa., a suburb of PhiladIr.Kia
He is now a "captain., a r.
plied to all instructors there, and ho
wears a uniform. Dr. Dustan was at
Wooster only one semester. '
Mrs. Dustan, who is taking a
hour program, will stay her to mm.
plete the semester's work.
r rv... l t ...
. u uwunpit experi-
ence for teaching in a boy's school.
having taught in academies in Gos--
field, England, and Toronto, Canada.
Reserve Debates on
Civil liberties Hero
Wooster will debate Western Re
serve this evening at 7:30 in Scott
amuwiuim on tne question. Kesolvad:--u.
. ...that the civd., liberties of free speech
"and free press bo restricted by the
,
federal government during periods of
national emersencv. Stan ftta
Douglas Zook, and Robert Kerr vita
William Hydorn as alternate, will up--
hovI4thf.negative side -- of tho Ques
tion tor wooster.
Friday, Jan. 16,V WoosterHWMl willWIU de--UW
rk. CiM TIT 1 ... rt.--
-
Wesleyan on this same Question.
Speakers for Wooster will bewynnw. tv wm WUi M DavlBTV
Neelyi Walter Krumm, and Eugen
Beem, with Don Coates at alternate.
GljJ Wwm Vain Victory Book Campaign campus camera
OSdrf
Harry Bigalow.
Jana Adams- -
ESTABLISHED
Lewis Van da Vissa.
PabbcaM at TU CoOm W.
CitiwM OCcm w 15. Kauka HA PUi WS-- R
NbSpI fcf Tfc CoOmt Mating C Wooawr, Ohio
MCMr im d Fadofio at WooMr, Q. .
al Aiocltil CoOapa
of CoIkgiaM DicM
lor Natioaal AaWtiajnf by N.rioa.1 AdWtiaing
Sm, bc 420 Madaoa A, Nr York. N. Y.
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-
ate Editor
--
Sports Editor
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Advertising Manager
--
Grculadon Manager
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A Necessary Evil
Although we cannot copdone the recent
drastic changes in the college schedule, we can
understand the position or" the administration
in initiating them. There is little to be gained
by bickering about the subject. It1):s 1over ana
done with now, so we might as well try to
become accustomed to the new order of things
as best we can.
All of us are bound to suffer some hard- -
ships and deprivations. Those who were look-
ing forward to senior week activities, are nat-
urally disappointed to see them diminish into ;
insignificance. We will miss the long awaited
Spring vacation let-u- p. We hate to see base-
ball, track and other sports go by ie board.
The sudden advancement of exams confuses
us, and we long for the leisure which we V
used to enjdy so much that we took it for"
granted.
Our lives will be out of gear for the time
being, and we will be forced to make some re-
adjustments, but gradually we will recover
from the, shock. ,)
The most serious evil which may result V,
" from theaccelerated' pfogfam is one" more' '
imponderable than the aforementioned incori- -
veniences. The college in its great haste to cram
a maximum of knowledge into us in a min-
imum of time, may become nothing more than
a factory turning out men and women stamped
with identical .molds, and of about the same
caliber as prefabricated houses. With only a
shallow smattering of knowledge, picked up
in great haste, we can't expect anything more.
We i are losin- g- vital partbf our college-y- ears
in packing the old traditions and values
away for the time being. We may well look
nostalgically back to the, days when we had
time to digest each subject,orat least attempt
to, before pursuing a new one.
The only bright spot in this otherwise som- -
ber picture is the thought that after the war
Wooster will again return to its traditional
moorings in the.-fiel- d of liberal arts.
"United We Stand
"Never before in my life have I seen such
a united nation," emphasized President Charles
F. Wishart in a recent chapel address. It is
veritably a miracle when we consider that our-democr- atic
country which had so many di-
vided factions was united so readily into one
whole, composite group. Never before in the
history of this nation has the citizenry been
so bent on achieving one ultimate goal.
Every- - individual - from -- he- children-t- o the-ag- ed
is begging to do his part in this national
emergency. The colleges and universities
throughout this vast land are revamping curri-
cula, and time schedules; all denominations
of churches, and all social organizations are co-
operating to the best of their ability to prove
that they are ready, willing and able to do
their part in winning this battle.
"
' There is brie danger in this natural response-t- o
our government's call for support after the
dastardly attacks were leveled against our
people by the enemy. That danger is hysteria!
We must remain rational! We must not lose
- our reason and allow ourselves to be swept off
our feet into a frenzy each time we hear of
new outrages against the flag of the United
States. We are a nation that can stand bad
news now, because we know that we will hear
,
, good ,iri Jne near future. We must not lose
our heads for that is the easiest way possible to
lose sight of the common objective towards
which we all are working. As loyal, patriotic
citizens we can do more for our country by
working conscientiously at whatever. task jwe
are engaged in or assigned than by helping to
create hysteria thus plunging our most careful
ly planrowxsactrnties into chaosu.
. During tlie week of January 26, the Stu
' dent Senate in conjajKini'tJie Coegt --
Library, and all libraries the country over, arid
. the United Service Organization will sponsor
a Victory Book Campaignon the Wpbstcr
campus in'order to collect novels, biographies,
etc. for the men in service.
The project is most worthwhile and if suc-
cessful, will provide much-neede- d good read'
ing material for the soldiers. - '
Whenever we talk to army men on fur-loug- h,
one of the most commonplace criti'
JiciOTM.bf. theyjsgathatrejs
too much unsupervised leisure. But we need
not mention the sometimes disastrous results
which may acrue from such a lack. If this
project is supported all over the United States
and especially on the Wooster campus, thous-and- s
upon thousands of volumes will he ob-tain- ed
for the soldier to read on his time off.
College students certainly know the value
of a fine book, and must realize the great
amount of good which 'can be had from
its reading. For that reason alone, students
"should be "willing"' toput one of those dust'"
catching books on the shelf or in the desk to
a much better use.
Cff-THE-CC-)B
"
"Help your wife," advises a: home eco-
nomics editor. "When she washes the dishes,
wash the dishes with her; when she mops the
floor, mop the floor with her."' '
The retired admiral was expostulating with
his daughter about keeping late hours. "I
won't have it!" exploded the old seadog. "Go- -
ing out m that young- -
.
getting home till after midnight !"
"But daddy," appeased the daughter, "we
were becalmed. The wind died down in two of
his. tires." .
Two Hollywood stars passed a man who
tipped his hat and spoke rather coldly.
"What was that?" asked one.
"Not quite sure," answered the other, "but
I think it was a former husband of mine."
,
.
"Just fancy that!" exclaimed the proud moth-
er. "They've promoted our Herbert for hitting
the sergeant! They've made him a court-martial- !"
Freshman co-ed- s at Massachusetts State Col-
lege, have been advised to "wear a girdle unless
you're a vertible sylph the day of the hip-swingi- ng
siren co-e- d is gone."
v Tis sweet to court -
.
.r .
But ph hpwpittcr...... ;
To court a gal
And then not git her.
The Campus Collegian
MEMOS irom
the DATE BOOK
By Jo .- -
"To flunk. ornotto flunk !That seems to
be the question, as exam-tim- e has rolled around
again. The shorter week will intensify our
cramming somewhat, but a semblance of cheer,
fellow students, as. I am forecasting a few
--
pleasant- events on: the social, calendar this
week-en- d, and hope they will offer a brief re-
spite to each and everyone. - . '
The first orchids of the new year for novel
entertainment would seem to go to, FOURTH .
SECTION. Their ladies fair are invited not
only to dance informally in Babcock," Friday
--
evening,
.
but .will, bev privileged to jwitness a.
featured attraction: a table-tenni- s exhibition
with an eminent gentleman from New York
: demonstrating his technique at table tennis.
' Playing time, will be from 8-1- 1. '
Kappa JTheta Gamma Thespians, too, had
good . intentions to stage a dance at Taylor
the same evening, but missed their cue and
dubious of the . waning semester, postponed
their footlight specialty until a later date.
However, the .informal dance continues to
be the most important mode of activity this
week-en- d, as SECOND SECTION vows that "
from 7:30-1- 1 the light fantastic will be gaily
and properly tripped by their ordained mem-ber- s.
Douglass hall will be the scene of this .
frolic which is considered by all the Secondus
(and I quote) as a "very, very informal in-
formal!"
And Saturday, too, will share in the festiv-
itiesthe spree before the toil, so to speak.
At 4 p.m'. SEVENTH SECTION nicely re-
vives that fleeting custom, the tea dance, and
adds zest, pleasure, and .sustenance to the pro-
gram byserviftgTipT buffet "siippernf 6 p.mr--
immediately following the last strains of music.
Babcock basement is' to be Seventh's Haven.
.
Then there's basketball for us fans the
whistle to be blown, accursed remarks ad-
dressed to the refs amid, masculine groanings
and feminine squeals; but Wooster will un-
deniably emerge unscathed and wearing the
victor crown.
And so its off to the VIC DANCE we'll
"go; Babcock again being the destination to
dance, relax, or just criticize the records
whichever best suits our talents or frame of
mind after the game.
Then back to your studies! May the mid-
night oil burn brightly , and the gray matter '
function sprightly, so the grades are not un-
sightly when. allsaid-an-d. done!, Good-luck- !
'
1
.BUCKSHOT.
VER ICO STUDENTS
COMPRlfrTHE STAFF OF
,
THE MINNESOTA DAILY
Announcer: Right and Buddy is
of the ring now and Joe is looking at
by A.C.P.
:0?JcW
HAS DIRECTED AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH AT TUSKEGEE INSTI-
TUTE FOR MORE THAN 39 YEARS.
HE IS ONE OF THE M05T VkKSVTllfc
MEN IN THE OOUNTRf TODAY.
r
' HUJkiff 11 AS MADE 265 USEFUL
V T
'PRODUCTS FROM THE PEA--
NlTr INCUUPINS MILK, PICKLES,
INK, SHAMPOO, CYES, COFFEE,
IARD' ANIX AXLE GREASE "
ALSO MADE 118 PRODUCTS
FROM THE SWEET POTATO.
UN ACCOM-
PLISHED ARTIST.
HAS EXHIBITED
PAINTINGS ALL
OVER WORLD.'
HE MAXES Hi;
PAPER FROM PEANUT
SHELLS. PAINTS FIWA
CLAY AND FRAMES ARE
MADE FROM CORN HUSKS!
Dkilled
musician -t- ourED
VS. AS A
CONCERT PIANIST
XPERT CCO- K-
RECIPES ORIGINATED
Br DR. CARVER ARE .
"
USED IN LEADING
HOTELS THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY
v Since" i870, when the us. office
OF EDUCATION BEGAN COLLECTING
STATISTICAL INFORMATION SOME
3,500.000 persons
.HAVE RECEIVED COLLEGE DEGREES
Just Ad Libbinq . . .
There was another championship
boxing match last week. Champion
Joe Louis successfully defended his
crown for the umptheenth time in a
gruelling battle lasting "several hun-
dred seconds.
The radio faithfully brought a ring-
side account of. the thrilling drama to
a patient public. We too dialed to the
proper station. We' settled down to
listen much as we would listen, to the
Lone Ranger vaguely aware of the
probable outcome but interested in
the proceedings nevertheless.
At its conclusion we had a peculiar
feeling that Orson Welles had been
up to one of his tricks again. Was
this a "fight" we had heard, or "The
Joe Louis Variety Show, featuring
this evening our guests of honor,
.
Buddy Baer and Wendell Willkie, and
bringing to you a song, a dance, a
smile, and a tear."? As well as our
memory can serve us, the script for
a script they must have had ran
something like the following. The
comments in parenthesis are the re-
sults of our own musings.
The program opened with a loud
fanfareof " trumpets Something" hew
and strange at a prize fight. This was
followed by a lovely young lady (we
"Tike " to ' think "she " was lovely) "who
mounted the resin-covere- d rostrum
and (after acknowledging the ap-
plause with her hands clasped over-- 1
head in the approved manner of all
fistiana) sang the national anthem.
Mr. Willkie was then permitted to
step into the same ring with Joe
Louis (making him the only man
"to have survived without a scratch af--t- ef
entering the same with both
Joe Louis and Franklin E Roosevelt,
both of whom have successfully de-
fended their respective titles more of-
ten "than " any of thelrpredece$sors)r
Mr. Willkie uttered a few eh, well,
rather pertinent platitudes (besides
confusing Buddy with his brother Max
Baer and referfing to the star of the
evening as "Joe Looey") . The main
event finally got under
,
way and the
announcer took' over the script:
Buddy with that same old poker
oh he lands a left an' a
Mr. Baer: .Oomph!
.
Announcer: right and Buddy ' is
down he's uphe's down he's up
he's down and it looks as if it were
llveTowT-Yep-thcre-goes-the--han- d-'
of Joe up signifying he's still etc. etc,
Announcer: And here's Buddy
Baer to say a few words to you.
Mr. Baer: Hello everybody. Just
listen in to Fred Allen's program next
week and I'll tell you all "Why I Lost
to Louis".
'
" '
So 'elp us that's what we 'eard.
As far as we can see, the Milk Fund
was the only loser that night the pro-
ceeds, going to. the Navy this year,'
which might explain the whole thing.
THE GREAT CATALYST
In 90 days it. is now possible to re-
ceive a naval commission equal to that
of an Annapolis graduate.
In less than three years of work
it is now possible to acquire credits
enough to graduate from most col-
leges. With another three years of
work one can complete medical school.
.In one hour one may nowundej-g- o
and possibly pass an examination up-
on a full semester's work.
rWhat-anamazin- gly brilliantger
eration is this of ours!
.';And now ,w,e are to have Daylight
Saving Time all year round. Somehow
orvother this will manage to make a
day, which as you know is normally
24 hours long, eh, well, longer,
somehow. We shall undoubtedly learn
jo adjust ourselves to this new sched-
ule but always the thoughtwiH"he "
with us upon rising from our couch,
that we might have had another hour,
of sleep. What a pity our forefathers
.hadn't-th- e foresightjp incorporate
"freedom of time" in the Bill of
Rights". It might have tempered these
assaults and moderated the pace of
this age. But not, for us
"Time is a thing
That does not pass through boredomjL.andlhe.wishing, :
But must be fought with, rushed at,
over-awe- d,
And threatened with a sword."
By GNOME
"Who's the Speaker of the House?" roared the political science pro-- ,
fessor during an oral exam. I
.
' '
"Mother!" responded the meek looking Frosh.
'
.
y
..
.
Captain (on sinking liner) "Does anyone know how to pray?"
' ' '
Passenger "I do."
CaptainWelL-youjrayjand-
he rest of us will put on the life belts.
We're one shy." 'f ,
A toast to the Japanese Navy Bottoms Up!
W. Winchell
-
-- ',a. .,.-- . - .- -
"Father, what is a convalescent?" -
"A patient who is still alive, son."
The laws of the United States do not allow a man but one wife.
"
'
This is called monotony. . .
: .
:
.
'
In this buttonless age people have to be careful about their 2ippearance.
Tramp: "What will you give tired, hungry man?"
Irate Householder: "Ten yards start!"
"Is she Hungary?" Jimmy asked.
.
.
."Alaska," said Johnny.
-
..; . .. .
"Yes, Siam," she replied.
."All right, I'll Fiji," Jimmy offered. . '
"Oh, don't Russia," Johnny admonished.
"What if she Wales?" Jimmy demanded. '
"Give her a Canada Chile," Johnny suggested. "
"I'd rather . have Turkey," she said, "Except that I can't have any
Greece."
.
'
When the waiter brought the' check,. Johnny asked jimmy, "I say, look ;
and see how much Egypt you." '.;
Barber Business Booms or Collapses
When Men Wear Curls or Crew-Cut- s
,
'
, By JEAN SMELTZ'C "smooth and shiny?reflecting the care'
I In these' trymg dayf of strain and f.ul application of grease. Has anyone'
stress, one's most relaxed moments evcr een Wr put of place on Clark
seem to occur during classes" 'In a
struggle to keep one's eyes open, start-
ling' observations, are made. Have you
ever thought how completely silly
most males look just after Ja hair-
cut. . ,
Mental musings carry one downtown
to Morrison's barber shop where we
have surprised fellow Woosterites
perched high in the barber chair with
white bibs on, looking too embarrassed
--for wpj-dsrWh- y, it. is sp. humiliating to
be caught in' this act is hard to ex-
plain. Perhaps it is the effect of being
so visible to passers-by- .
Various Types Plentiful
But back to class where one can
contemplate the results of the scis
woody. How these lucky curly headed
lads loudly bemoan their
admiring females- - but how
they carefully comb in each
Does the shoe fit, Bill Shinn?
The Unlucky Group
The next group under consideration
is an unlucky group. These lads are
those with discouraged hair, getting
a little thin prematurely. This male
tries to make each hair cover as much
space as possible. He gets it cut often
to keep the roots strong. His dresser
is covered with hair tonics and hair
growers. Second Section has always
had outstanding examples of this.
Could it be that on a busy street no
moss grows?
Then there is the slicked down,
Beau Brummel type. The hair is
Psychologist Offers
Suggestions Used
To Maintain Morale- -
By Associated Collegiate Press
Seven rules for maintaining
civilian I'morale have been out-
lined by Dr. Irving J. Lee of North
ciples back of these rules xo many
cases
success.
MacDonald's head? They say a woman
is more vain, than a man but I'll bet
that the mirrors in Kenarden and
Douglass are not entirely unused.
Most of Wooster's stronger sex have
rather unruly uncombed hair which
alternates between that
.
buffalo look
and. the pitiful aspect 6f a newly shorn
sheep. ' v'.
.
Whoops "Uh, I Jidn't get the
question. inus one s musing
brought abruptly to a close.
Alameda, Calif..
PVT. RICHARD EICHER
Battery D, 12th Battalion,
4th Regiment F. A. R. C,
Fort Bragg, N. C.
PVT. ALAN MOIR
Company "B"
57th Quartermasters Division
Camp Shelby, Miss.
CADET WILLIS BROWN
Pine Bluff School of Aviation,
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
LIEUT. JACK HAYDEN
62nd Pursuit Squadron, .
Bendix Airport, Bendix, N. J.
CADET JOHN O. BENTON
Bldg. 24;4; Naval Air Base,
Corpus Christi, Texas
JOE DODDS
22 Upper Mountain Ave.,
Montclaire, N. J.
PVT. A. J. SAALFIELD
Co. "L" 145th Infantry
A. P. O. No. 37
.
Camp Shelby, Miss.
PVT. WILLARD E. TRIMBATH-
-
58th Pursuit Group
Baton Rouge Air Base,
Baton Rouge, La.
NORMAN WIEBUSCH AC
" R. 126530 No. 2 I.T.S.-R.C- .
Regina, Saska., Canada
western university, an expert on the BOB G. MEESE S2C,
psychology of anxiety. For a number U. S. S. Idaho, Div. 4,
of stage frightwlth amazing B f f ft f r C
"The position of many Americans
today," he points out, "is analogous
.10-
-
that . experienced
-
in
-
stage-frig- hts
This situation, if .permitted to contin-
ue, might lead to a deterioration of
civilian morale."
Points to be remembered by all ci-
vilians during the crisis are: ;
1
. Center
will be great. j0b
four
fthe
J
By LES GIBIAN
7
are
Emmett Departs
For Service in US
Cavalry Division
sors and clippers. The types are var- - ;
ied and examples of each are plenti- - ne 'atest. addition to the armed
ful. To start out with are those who" fr of the United States is Jack
get the most for their money, the com- - Emmett, 43, who has enlisted in the
pletely shorn variety. This is especial- - LI. S. Cavalry. Jack left today for
ly evident in the fall and spring when Fort Benjamin Harrison in Indianap- -
a white line shows the boundary be- - 'is n- - whe he will subsequently
tween new hair lines "and ld. ' be transferred ta Fort" Rileyr Kansas. -
The present freshman class sccrris to ie enter tne service as a private,
go in for this very collegiate variety, There are now 11 Wooster students
and the name Elmer McCurdy and in the ervice, that is, 11 who would
lack of hair seem to go together, ordinarily be in college this year. The
A horrible effect of this type of hair- - Wooster Voice is endeavoring to get
cut is that when it grows out it often as. complete a list of men that are in
gets out of control sticking up in all e"vice as possible and if any
directions like a porcupine's quills. menber of the student body has any
This calls to mind Bob Edwards in the addition or correction to make iiTthe"
throes of that past-the-need-for-a-h- air- following list of men, please see some
cut stage, . member of the editorial staff immed- -
: But not all boys are willing to sacri- - 'ely. This list is published so that
fice their students will be ablecrowning glory to a crew cut. to correspond
They usually let it go 'til it curls w'tn fr'ends whose addresses up to
over each ear and touches the collar. s time, have been unknown.
They emerge from the chair looking DON McCARLEY.
lik6areshlvrTrimmed""hedKerT-little- - Radio-4JU4- 4 HAS,
waves to
in secret
wave.
1
2N.N.
A.F.."
of years Dr. Lee has applied the prin- - Postmaster, New York City, N.Y.
of Note
A top band by now is Alvino Rey's
outfit which was featured on the
Fitch Bandwagon program last Sun-
day "evening. The Meadow Brook at
Cedar Grove, N. J., the spot at which
your attention on your the combination is now clavine. has
- task-at-han- d and seek new ways of much, air time. The! band may be
tleIP'n8-
- heard almost any night at 11:30 on
n v i .i . i iii i . . iuom reei tnat tne wnoie burden CBS and Saturday afternoon from 4
rests on you. Just do something, to 51.
however, small, and the net result T King sisters do a great
4
vocals, lhe sections are
3. Worrying "about a situation : dis-- all Excellent but the sax section is the
sipates your energy, leads to more one most worthy of a jplug. The brass
worry, and saps your efficiency for play's sweetly most of the time but dis--
necessary work. pIaJa Dlentv of 00
'
when neeJeJ
4. Don't expect too much.
5.
-
- x --w iiing owiwa, riivuiu a VidkliWfor bad news. It .isn't the. pain, guiur holds the spotlight much of
but the surprise coming 'of the the time, possibly a
,
little 'too much,
pain that hurts. Remember that On sweet tunes the effect is fine; the
the anticipation of danger has a guiur blends well with the mood of
protective effect. r :: most-ballads.-On-swtnff-f.,- nMmost- - Daiiacis. On-swi- nc- tunes. -- Kow
question all rumori. Don t let ever, the suitar is verv inflnnrnr.rif
them affect you emotionally. most of the time and proves to be
6. Trust those in authority. They are the weak spot in a good many arrange-th- e
only ones in a position to know ments. One thing can be said that it
the facts.
.
" "
. can't be beaten for novelty
.
effects.
7. Don't worry near children. They Rey can almost make the instrument
are easily excitable and spread
,
talk and can provide any sound from
anxiety quickly. the meow of a cat to the howl of his
Just as an inexperienced public musicians for back pay.
speaker" allows - hiff about the ' This - ' -- thatworry : At a band - really rates
audience or his own failings to dis-- musically. Listen for them,
tract his thoughts from the talk he is Perhaps you have thought, along
to make, so many civilians dissipate with somefolks who have spoken to
their energies worrying about condi- - me, that we say mostly good things
tions they cannot control and lose- - about the bands we write up and that
their effectiveness for necessary duties, we don't write about the bands we
Civilians often worry so much think little of. It has been rumored
about war conditions that they lose that this is because they have to make
efficiency in their work and their a living too. This is riot true. Many
personal lives. Ihir increases their . or the band leaders have other iourr
anxietyV Any "prolongation of worry
.
of income, here-w- ai it that we heard
leads Jirst to; inefficiency, then to per-- -- that Sammy Kaye owns a couple of
sonal breakdown. At a time when toll bridges over the Ohio river. Car-Ameri- ca
needs the full efficiency of men Lombardo is the one who is in
everyone, it is essential that we real- - the tough spot. He could resort to
ize what our. immediate task is and burglary buf he is too nervous. Listen
do not allow worry to distract us." v 1 to his voice sometime and lee.
I
I
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College May Cut Florida Trained Swimmers Stand Out in 62-1-2 Wine
Spf AthleBcs . Img i. i.'- - 14,' ! ; J ' N
No Definite Action Yet;
Kenyon May Move Next
'Week's Meet to Eveninc
Violent changes in the school year,
made by. the faculty and the admin
istration in their meeting last Tues-
day night, appear to have doomed
any plans for an elaborate spring
sports schedule. Track, baseball, tennis
and golf, contests will be either aban
doned or cut short.
The absence of Athletic
.Director L,
C. Boles, who is in Florida, will post-
pone any definite action as far as
Wooster is concerned. Coach Carl B.
Munson said in an interview that the
college knew nothing definite yet,
but the final decision rested with the
Ohio Conference heads. These officials
have made no definite decision but
some agreement will probably b e
- reached among the Conference
schools.
Intercollegiate golf, tennis and
baseball seem almost out of the ques-
tion for weather conditions would not
permit the regular schedules to be
moved up. Wooster has one track
meet scheduled before the May 11
deadline.
ft there are enough boys in sum-
mer school some sort of varsity com-
petition may be inaugurated. This too
is indefinite.
Wooster's swimming meet with
Kenyon next week may either be can-
celled or shifted to the evening. Coach
Munson received notice from Kenyon
officials stating that they would like
" to change the meet because it inter-
fered with the examination schedule.
Wooster Wins 54
Loses 26 in 1941
For the year 1941,. athletic teams
at the College of Wooster won 54,
lost 28 and tied one. Wooster supports
intercollegiate athletics in football,
basketball, and track, known as major
sports and in swimming, tennis, and
golf, minor sports.
In major sports Wooster, won 32,
lost 16 and tied one football game
with Bowling Green. In minor sports
the Scots won 22 of 34 contests.
Thus far this year the Scots have
- won' five out of six basketball games
and one swimming meet.
, . ,Woster's Record by Sports
'""
W. L.
Basketball . ..TZ.'ZT..... 16"
Swimming . ............ 7 3
Tennis .... 7 '4
Golf i ; 8 5
Track .............,......:. 1 4
Baseball , 10 6
Football 5 1
One tie.
-- HOTCHILI-At
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Churion, Hunter Top
Intramural Scoring
In First Week's Play
By EARL NELSON
The intramural basketball league
swung into action with full force last
week with all ' nine teams In both
leagues seeing action. The Kenarden
league is composed of teams from
each of the seven Kenarden sections,
the Scotties, and a Frosh team. The
Douglass league is composed of five
Douglass teams, Ninth Section, the
Kappa Komets, the town team, and
the Five Old Men.
Fifth Takes Lead
Fifth took an early lead in the
Kenarden league by drawing three
wins in their first threT games. They
trounced Kenarden VI 21-- 9, and
nosed out Kenarden III 17-1- 7 and
the Scotties 18-1- 4. Seventh is the
only other undefeated team in the
league with a victory against Ken
arden I 30-1- 0 in their only start. Ken-
arden I and Kenarden II both show
two wins to one defeat. Kenarden III
has won one out of three while Ken-
arden VI, Scotties, and Frosh each
have one loss and no wins. Kenarden
IV brings up the rear with two de
feats and no victories.
Douglass League Tied
In the Douglass league, Douglass
I and II and Douglass VII and VIITi
are tied for first with three wins out
of three games played. They are fol
lowed by Douglass V and VI with one
win and one loss, Douglass III and
Douglass IV with one win out of three
games, Town, Kappa Komets, Five
Old Men, and Section Nine each with
one loss out of one start.
Individual high scoring honors in
the Kenarden league go to Cordova
and Churton with 72 and 24' points
respectively. Kenarden II leads the
team scoring with 69 points. Hunter,
Wagner, and Simpson lead the Doug-
lass league with 35, 34, and 3 2
. points
respectively.
Many interesting contests are prom
ised in both leagues with games every
Monday and Wednesday nights, and
every Saturday afternoons. Anyone in
terested in these games is invited to
drop around to the gym and see a
lot of scrappy basketball.
KENARDEN LEAGUE
Kenr-V- 4
Won Lost Pts, O.Pts
Ken. VII 1 0 30 10
Ken., I 2 1, 34 49
Ken. II 2 1 69 ' 44
Ken. Ill I" 2 - 67 33
Scotties 0 1 14 18
Ken. VI 0 1 ' 5 21
Frosh 0 1
.
10 18
Ken. IV 0, 2 28 84
DOUGLASS LEAGUE -
Won Lost Pts. O.Pts.
Douglass I-- II 3 0 122 50
Doug. VII-VII- I 3 0 ' 83 47
Douglass V-V- I 1 1 52 ' 49
Douglass III I 2 82 79
Douglass IV 1 2 61 98
Town 0 1 15 28
Section IX 0 1 13 25
Five Old Men 0 1 20 52
Kappa Komets 0 1""I3.T43
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These seven swimmers who trained in Florida during the Christmas holidays proved last Friday that they had
worked hard during their visit to the south. The destiny of Wooster's swimming team will problibiyeston
their shoulders. Left to right are Arch Duncan, Dwight Hanna, Russ Westbrook, Dan Miles, Captain Bob Dun-la- p,
Phil Hoffman, and Edgar McGee. Voice Staff Photo. (
Paced by their seven Florida trained
swimmers the Wooster tankers had lit-ti- e
difficulty in sinking Muskingum
last Friday, 62-1- 2. The Scots looked
impressive as they took first place in
every event and four of the seven
second places. Russ Westbrook, vet-
eran f ree-style- ry led the scoring with
two first places, one in the 5Qyard
free style and the otherfttthe 100
yard free style. Miles, Koran, McGee,
Captain Dunlap, and Steiner also
captured top honors in their events.
The Scots jumped into a 33-- 9 lead
at the end of the first five events. In
the last four races Coach Munson
substituted frequently in order to give
his newcomers a chance to swim in
varsity competition.
The Scots met Oberlin here this
afternoon and Case here Saturday.
300-y- d medley Wooster (Duncan
Scots Whip Ohio
Drop Thriller
Journeying to Delaware Jan. 8
with the idea of avenging the 49-4- 5
setback handed them last year by
Ohio Wesleyan, the once beaten
Wooster Scots had little difficulty
downing the Bishops 64-3- 9. Captain
Karl Kate and Dale Hudson led the
Scots with 19 and 17 points respec
tively while Rich Sproull had five
field goals -- andtbreefoulsfor 4tl
of 13 points. The Scots' victory gave
them an even break in the series be
tween -- the two schools, the score now
stands at 15 wins for each.
' Scots Take Lied 7
The Scots put the pressure on from
the start when they grabbed a 7-- 0
lead in the first three minutes. Kate
and Hudson turned the game into
a rout in the first half as each of
them scored 10 points. The half time
score was 35-2- 5. The Black and Gold
continued their torrid pace in the sec
ond half, outscoring Ohio Wesleyan
29-1- 4 Thirty -- sin personal fouls were
called on the two teams 19 on Woos-te- r
and 17 on Wesleyan. Ireland led
the Bishops' scoring with seven field
goals and three fouls for 17 points.
--WOOSTER
' FJd. Fl. TI.
Hudson, f 8 1 17
Katherman, f ... 0 4 4
Eicher, c .... . ... 3 3 9
Kate, g 8 3 19
Sproull, g . . ...5 3 I J
Kuhn, f . .1 0 2
Totals ... ; .25 14 64
OHIO WESLEYAN
Fid. FL- - TI.
Ireland, f . 7 3 P
Fitz, f 3 3 9
Quackenbush, c ". 1 0 " 2
Hughes, g .. 1 1 - 3
Heisler, g L .1 4 6
Melbourne, f 0 1 1
MacFarland, g 0 1 1
Totals .'."l...'....'..;... 13 13 39
Watch Repairing ' Jewelry
GEO. H. LAHM
JEWELER
221 BAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pent Diamonds
WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co. :
Phone 260
CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN CLYDB CONN, DOUGLASS
IDEAL
MILK
PHONE.
back, Dunlap breast, Lessing free)
won. 3 min. 22.6 sec.
200d. Free Miles (W) won,
Steiner (W) 2, McConaughy (M)3.
2. min. 17.8 sec.
.
50-y- d. Free Westbrook (W) won,
Lessing (W) 2, Hutchins (M) 3. 25.3
Fancy diving Koran (W) won,
Merrick (M) 2, Dunlap (W) 3.
100-y- d. free Westbrook (W) won,
Renfrew (M) 2, Lessing (W) 3. 58.8
sec.
5()-ydckMcGee4W-
iwon,
Duncan ( W) 2. 2 min. 4.5 sec.- -
200 yd. breast Dunlap (W) won,
Hoffman (W) 2, Pipes (M) 3. 2 min.
46.5 sec. ,
400-yd- . free Steiner (W) won, Mc- -
Conaughy (M) 2, Morris (W) 3, 5
min. 40.6 sec.
' 400-yd- . relay Wooster 4 min. 28
sec. '
Wesleyan. 64-3- 9;
to Duquesne, 37-2- 9
Trying frantically to overcome
slight lead but never quite catching
up, Wooster dropped its first game of
the season Dec. 30 to Duquesne 37-2- 9
The Scots trailed, through the entire
game, which was witnessed by about
1500 fans, but never by more than
eight points. The Dukes grabbed a
three point lead but had it cut to
two. points whet aptair Kate dropped
a long --shot and from then on the
Pittsburgers could not be overtaken.
Led by Hudson, who dropped a pair
of field goals near the end of the
first half, the Scots cut the lead. to
17-1- 3 at intermission..
During the second half the Scots
again rallied. Trailing 21-1- 4, Woos
ter, whose style of offense seemed to
puzzle the conservative Dukes, began
to- - drop in all kinds of weird shots
to cut the score to 22-2- 0 but again
Duquesne found the range and pulled
away.
Wooster Misses Shots
The holiday layoff seemed to make
the Scots' shooting ineffective for they
took 69 shots and made only 10 of
them good. Hudson was the worst of- -
fender, missing 21 out of 24 shots I
Bob" Sanborn was injuredin the
second half when he collided with
Dale Hudson in one of the scrambles
that marked the rough game.
Eicher led the Wooster scoring with
eight points while Hudson' had seven
and-
- Kate six.
. ; DUQUESNE
;v
; Fld.v FI. TI.
Vojtko, f ... .. 3 2 8
v
Goggin, f ... 1 2 4
Camic, c ... ..... 3 1 7
Noszka, g . A 2 4
'
Penzelik, g ...3 2 8
Fowle, c 1 0 2
Unites, g 2 0 4
Totals 14 9 37
i
wooster;
"
. Fid. FI. TI.
Katherman, f , 1 3 5
Hudson, f 3 1 7
Eicher, c 3V 2 8
Kate, g
,...Jr,.w,.r,., 2 ..2. -- 6
Sproull, g .. 1 1. .3
Totals j 10 ' 9 29
DA I R Y
.ICE CREAM
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Wooster Shows Brilliant Offense
In Downing
Hudson Scores 20 Points
As Wooster Wins First
Home Game of Season
By CHET TURNER
Opening the home basketball sea
son with an. impressive offensive dis
play, the Wooster Scots trampled
rough-sho- d over John Carroll, 62-3- 4,
on Jan. 10. Dale Hudson headed the
Wooster scoring column with 9 field
goals and 2 fouls for 20 points
Francesconi was high man for the
Tom Conley coached five with 16
points. The victory was the fifth in
six starts for Wooster. .
Hudson Scores
The Scots lost no time in building
up a 19-- 5 lead. Hudson dropped in
two cut shots in the first minute of
play after the tight Wooster defense
had broken up Carroll passes. Th
score went to 6-- 0 as Captain Karl
Kate tapped in a rebound of a missed
foul shot by Harry Eicher. Riccilli
broke the ice for Carroll, sinking a
Women's
By ILBNB SMITH
It's here! , Take yourselves, your
friends, and your dates to the gym
Friday night to see what's up. Co-e- d
swimming will guarantee a tankful
of splashes downstairs, while badmin
ton, deck tennis, and volleyball will
keep the upstairs crowds busy. Mixed
doubles in badminton will be tourna
mentized if enough enthusiastic coup
les sign the list posted in the gym,
Take notice
- that in-- past - years - fel
lows and girls have had heaps of fun
playing volleyball
.
together Classes
will be matched against classes in "Fri-
day night conflicts. Co-e- d Play Nights
will be held every Friday night from
now until spring. Everyone is wel
xome-eith- er with or without-dat- esj
and if you don't care to enter compe-
tition, come over and play around.
There's plenty of room for every
body.
i ne gins badminton tournament
has started and with fierce competi-
tion raging, who knows what may
happen! Basketball has also started,
and now all those exuberant under
and upperclassmen who have been
dying to get their hands on a basket-
ball have their chance. Practices will
be held only on Thursday nights and
Saturday mornings until next semes-
ter. If you don't know how to play
but think you would like to, you may
learn. Fencers go through their paces
Tuesday-a- nd "Thursday nights and
Saturday mornings in the confines of
Holden lower. V
.
The W. A. A. Board is sponsoring
a Red Cross Benefit Bridge to be held
in the very near future. Tickets are
25 cents and may be purchased from
any boardymember. Men are also in-
vited.
The .Board spent last Friday . after
noon at the local- - bowling alleys keep,
ing the pin boys busy. '
CITY TAXI
-8- 12-
DAY and NIGHT
LIBBRTY CLBANBRS
F. H. HAMILTON
JEWELER.
Watch, Clock, & J&lry Repairing
213 E. Liberty , Phona 893-- L
By JOHN STRANAHAN
Voice Sports Editor
In the Friday swimming meet, the
first of this season, Coach Munson's
1942 swimming team gave a definite
answer to the question "Will Wooster
have another winning swimming team
this year?" Although Scot swimmers
will run into a lot stiffer competition
than Muskingum before the season is
over, this year's team showed careful
training and a lot of spirit in downing
the Muskies 62-1- 2. The teamvu not
overburdened with stars, yet the squad
is well balanced in every department
including diving, an event that was
a weakness in last year's team. The
ability- - of Koran to take points this
year may mean the difference between
defeat and victory in several meets be
fore the season closes. 'y '
Curly Westbrook is one of the
best dash swimmers in the con-
ference while Miles, Duncan, and
John Carroll, 62-3- 4
foul shot to make the scoreboard read
6-- 1. Carroll missed 8 shots before
Francesconi scored on a' cut-i- n to
raise ine score to iu-- j. francesconi s
second basket was the only Carroll
score for the next few minutes as
Hudson made two fast cuts and Kate
and Katherman scored.
"o6ster6ftceftrratecHrrndefenfrve
play for the last five minutes of the
first half, holding Carroll to one point,
a foul shot converted by Talty. The
half-tim- e score was 40-1- 3.
Coaches Substitute
The second half was a much closer
battle with both coaches substituting
freely. Kate dropped in two. long shots
to spark the Scots to a second scor
ing drive which raised the totals to
54-2- 6. At'this point, Coach Hole sent
in an entire new team. Brilliant de-fensi- ve
work was the keynote of the
rest of the game as both teams scored
but 8 points each in the remaining
time.
Harry Eicher and Rich Sproull
stood out defensively for the Scots.
Time and again, they broke up Carroll
plays under the basket and stole the
ball on several occasions to set up
Wooster scores. Eicher also turned in
a sparkling offensive game with 15
man on the floor for John Carroll.
The game was Carroll's second of the
season and, their second defeat.
; SUMMARIES
"
WOOSTER
" V" "T ".
G F T
Hudson, f
.9 2 20
Kuhn, f . 2 0 4
Katherman, f 1 0 2
Cope, f
.
--
0 0. ,0
Sanborn, f ,0 0 0
Halter, f 0 1 ,1
Eicher7xZI ZZZJ 5 15
Glatz, c
.0 0 0
Black, c 0 -- 2
Kate, g 4 3 11
Sproull, g 1 4 6
Craven, g 0 1 1
Stoneburner, g .0 0 0
C'ranJallJ" g 6 0
Vigrass, g 0
23 16 62
CARROLL
G F T
Francesconi, f
-
6 4 16
Ricilli, f 1 1
Kearney, f 0 2 2
Fanelly, f 0 0 0
Dempsey, f .. ,2 0 4
Knapp, c ,.0 0 0
Posipanka,
--
1 1 3
Costello, c .
-- 0 0 0
Talty, g 0 2 2
Brysh, g . 2 1 5
Carroll, g .
.0 1 1
Bixler.-- K ,0- - -- 0- -- 0
11 12 34
Referees: EUerman, Wisconsin
Dienoff, Akron.
The COLLIER
Bever and North Streets
Dunlap will be hard to beat in
their events. Bob Leasing and Bob
Steiner can be counted on to take
points in the free style dash and
help Duncan in the backstroke."
Wooster certainly had nothing to
be ashamed about when they lost to
Duquesne in Pittsburgh. The Duke
even had the air in their favor for
when the game was not more than half
way over the Bluff gym looked more
like a poolroom than a basketball
court. The players said after the game
that the gym was so smokey and the'
hghtinfc --pQ-
nfrthat the ball could
not be seen unless it was thrown di-
rectly to a player. On one play Denny
Kuhn threw the ball behind hie back
to one of his mates. Much to the play-
er's bewilderment the ball went past
him before he could see it in the
smoke.
It was interesting to read the
Pittsburgh papers the next morn-
ing and tee how they pasted off
the poor showing of the Dukes.
The Pittsburgh sport writers are
at pro Duquesne as a certain
Cleveland paper isn't pro Woos.
ter. The Pittsburgh Sun .Tele,
graph said the following,
five previous starts the Dukes ner-
-'
er proved so rased as thev were -
last night. Repeatedly they passed '
out of bounds, high over the head
of--en --intended receiver or eseu --
much worse, where a receiver
failed to take position." The Pitts-
burgh Press AtA have tfi
nest to admit that Wooster had a
"pretty fair basketball team".
It appeared from where I was
standing that the Scots were as far
off form as the mighty Dukes. Even
two loyal Duquesne rooters who were
packed in beside me admitted that
Wooster had a "darn nice basketball
team". Both of them voiced their
opinion that Harry Eicher was the
best man on the floor the second half.
When you get two loyal Duquesne
fans to, admit that any team but Du-
quesne has a good player on it, you
i .t i iiow tney nave oeen impressed.
It was good to see so many
Wooster fans rallying to support
their team. It is too bad there k
no organized meeting place in
Pittsburgh after the game. Per
' hapi there will be in future yearsT
It was truly "Wooster night" in
wc --oieei vjiy aespite poor travel-
ling conditions.
From the rumors that have grad-
ually filtered back from Pittsburgh it1
seems as though several of4 the
"smoothies" on the team (guess who?)
found the old Wooster line works,
even in the big, city. Although it has
been said by several (censored) girls
that Wooster had more homely men"
than any other college in the state,
these two unknownJavart (mm A .L.
the cast of "Hellzapoppin" was stay-
ing in the same hotel as the van.
quished Scots, Realizing that the
aforesaid (censored) girls did not
recognize their ability, the unknown
ky immediately got themselves dates
with-two- -of the three Read -
who are a featured trio in the show.
Now that these boys are back
here at Wooster they are flaunt.
ing wild stories of their experi--
: ences in Pittsburgh. Ah, to be a .
basketball player!
For The Original
HAMBURGER ,
OC
"Rv Th, TL,m F--lf OC
w 9
HAHDUDQEQ CHI
PRINTING Co.
Phone 400
Printed and Engraved Stationery
JsCSmith andJCprgna
Portable Typewriters
We service all makes of typewriters
r r r
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Coutsgs Added- -
To Curriculum
Post War Reconstruction,
Communication Course
Supplement Curriculum
Counts in Pott War Problems,
Post War Reconstruction, and Com
muni cations will b offered this next
semester, die faculty decided at its
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 13. There will
also be courses in Library Science and
Mathematical Statistics which will
not start until the autumn session of
1942.
History 236. Survey of Post War
Problems. One hour, second semester.
Lectures and required reading on the
chief political, social and economic
factors involved in the war and post
war reconstruction. This is a coopera-
tive course with Mr. Hail as coordin-
ator.
History 238. Post War Reconstruc-
tion. One hour, one semester. A study
of' past eiperimenu'Tn international
cooperation and of proposals for re--.
construction of the post war world.
Prerequisite, permission of instructor.
Physics 120. Communications. Four
hours, second semester. A course in-
volving direct and alternating circuit
theory and practice, the use of vac-cuut- n
tubes and wired and radio tele-
phone. The work is in line with gov-
ernment requirements. Prerequisite,
one year of physics in college or in
high school.
Trigonometry, Math 101-10- 2, will
be given this next semester but has not
been listed on the schedule.
The courses decided upon which
will begin in the autumn sessions are:
Educarion15m52rLibrary Science.
Three hours, one year. An introduc-
tion to the study of Library Science,
including' reference work and bibliog-
raphy, cataloguing and classification
and administration. This course is de
signed to meet the present minimum
state requirements for the teacher-libraria- n
in the smaller schools. Pre-
requisites, Psychology 201, 211, or
310 and Education 309.
Mathematics 339-34- 0. Mathematical
Statistics. Three hours, one year. A
mathematical analysis of certain sta-
tistical problems. vPrerequisites, course
207-20- 8 (calculus).
Jim Wise Writes
Score for Show
Jim Wise, class of '40, author of
two Gum Shoe Hops and now a pri-
vate at Camp Lee, Va., has written
tke score for a musical comedy pro-- "
duced by the soldiers at Camp Lee.
The comedy, 'Take it Easy", was
booked to play on the road during
December.
The original script for the comedy
was written by Major Aher of , the
morale office at the camp. The ex-
periences of a draftee on his arrival
at camp are characterized.
In a letter Jim commented, "Writ-
ing music for an army show is some
what different than for a Gum Shoe
Hop. Wooster always has rather strin.
gent ideas on censorship but they were
mild in comparison with those of the
army."
AFTEJLA
FASHION
at .
freedlander's
rve ouad a place for the money
you have left from Christmas it's
. a SALE, and there are some amaz-
ing bargains on third floor. Be sure
to look at the flannel blouses they'll
keep you so warm in this below zero
t
weather. Or you might look on sec
ond floor at the plaid, flannel'shirts
for boys. I caught MARGE WYLIE
i and MART McCREIGHT making
Purchases there probably they're
linking of coasting and skating as
' long as this weather lasts
s
T-- Have you seen A SCALLYWAG
sweaters what won't the designers
Aink of next? This new sweater looks
t
if it might be crocheted in a dia
montf design. The lastex waist fits
snugly and it's long just the length
you lika for sweaters. It's cardigan
tyla and can be had in yellow, pink,
"biu; green, and a unusual
combination of tomato red and gray.
I favor the green and the price is
Adr BMcC
Edwards. Pagqjgid VhitmQi Write
Script and Music tor rally Ho
1
'
v 1
"
Pictured above are Bob Edwards.
mer, '43, seated, of Magnolia; and
authors ot tne 1942 tudent Senate
comedy is being directed by Celia
and Gloria Spencer are cast in the leading roles.
Senate Seeks Dollar
From Each Student
In Red Cross Drive
(Continued from Page 1 )
Red Cross is over and it is impossible
to give out . membership cards, it was
decided to give out a Red Cross button
for each contribution of one dollar
or more to supplement the member-
ship drive. The Senate proposes to
have every student wearing a button
as soon as possible. .
Secondly, a five dollar contribution
will be sought from each faculty mem.
ber to reach their goal of 300.
Lastly, the remaining part of the
drive will be met" by fivepr6posals
which will be carried out during the
remainder of the semester. These five
proposals are:
1. Contributions from campus organ
- izations. .
2. Contributions from the college em
ployees (except faculty).
Proceeds from a planned Faculty
Variety show.
Proceeds from meatless dinners.
Small change contributions in the
form of donation boxes placed
- around the campus and at the var
ious social functions.
AH the money received will he jriv
en over to the Wayne County chair
man in charge of the drive to help
nil out the county quota of 220.000
This in turn will be the county con
tribution toward the 850.000.000 set
by the American Red Cross as their
goal for this year.
YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE
"Say It With a Box of Our Candy"
- Opposite SchineY Theatre '.
.
Wooster Theatre
FRipAY-SATURDA-Y
Betty Grablc
Victor Mature
.
. T .M
"I Wake Up Screaming"
SUNDAY-MONDA- Y
Cary Grant
'Joan Fontaine
"Suspicion"
Frederic March
,--
:
Martha Scott '
"One Foot in Heaven"
'43 frfim Rochester. N. Y.: Tunc Whit.
Marjorie Page, '45, of Ithaca, N. Y.,
sponsored Gum Shoe Hop. The musical
Retzler. John Shriver. Scott I nnrA
Wheeler Gives Report to
Fraternity on Convention
Eldon Wheeler, Wboster delegate to
the biennial convention of the Phi
Alpha Theta fraternity at Milwaukee,
Dec. 27-2- 8, and also to the meeting
of the American Historical Associa-
tion in Chicago on Dec. 30, presented
his report to the society Wednesday
evening, Jan. 14, in lower Babcock.
A panel discussion of Castiglione's
"Courtier" led by Dr. Aileen Dunham,
Eleanor Ehrman, and Anne Harms
followed.
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Glee Club Spends New Years
On Times Square, Visits Philly
By JOHN MELOY
..-- The Men's Glee club has success
fully completed another of its annual
concert tours with an eleven day
journey through the East. The first
concert was presented in Titusville,
Pa., on the Saturday after Christmas.
The club left Wooster Saturday morn-
ing with a bus, a sign, and expecta-
tions oajjreatjime ahead.
From the first night the concerts,
both secular and sacred, were exceed-
ingly well received and quite well pre
sented as evidenced by the favorable
comments from all sides and the in-creasi- ng
self-confiden-
ce of the club as
time progressed. The three, soloists
Bill Sharp, basso, Gordon Rowand,
marimbist, and Nicky Zuppas, violin-
ist all received encores without ex-
ception and greatly assisted by adding
their talent to the choral numbers,
under the direction of William De-Ven- y,
of the conservatory faculty.
'1 ? Visit Niagara Falls .. -
Buffalo was the second stop, but an
evening concert in nearby Lockport
limited the club to little more than
time for an afternoon concert in that
lake city. A cold morning trip to the
Falls was' the first of the club's spe-cifi- c
sight-seein- g tours and preceded
the' short hop to Rochester where it
had the pleasure of seeing the greatest
numberf-feIlbwnX'dottentes-
rn
one
spot, although a few appeared
. at
every stop-ove- r.
Tuesday before. New Year's Day
was largely taken up with the long
350-mil- e drive to Stony Point (just
OYSTER LUNCH- -
French Fried or Butter Fried
Peas and Carrots
Beverage ,'
Only 30c
J700STEIT
FXiin
DAIRIES
1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph. 911
Y.M.C.A. 'Discusses '
Marriage Relations '
As Semester Topic
"Family and Marriage Relations"
will be the theme of a new series of
Y. M. C. A. informative discussions
for second semester. The program
committee is engaging outstanding
authorities to discuss various phas
es of home and marriage responsibili.
ties.
This series which will continue for
several weeks is
- a part of the new
plan to meet the needs of Wooster
students while in school and to better
equip them for civilian life.
Discussing the future problems of
the men at Wooster last night. Dean
John Bruere spoke before the Y. M.
C. A. group gathered in the Douglass
lounge. Following his short talk was
a series of informal questions of. in
terest asked by the men at the meet
ing.
Gloria Spencer Presents
Voice Recital on Jan. 20
Gloria Spencer, '43, soprano, will
give a rectal Monday, Jan. 26, at
7:30 p.m. at the Conservatory of
Music. Miss Spencer, who is a pupil
of : Miss Eve Richmond, is a- - member
of the college choir and the girls' glee
club. .
For the first part of her program.
she has chosen a group of French
songs:" "O Bocca Dolorosa" by Sibella,
"Les Papillons" by Chausson, "Apres
en reve by Faure, and Anette by
Vidal. "
1 s
The second ' part consists of four
selections by Brahms: "Wie Melodien
Ziecht es", "Vergebliches Standchen",
An die Nachtigall", and "O Lieb- -
liche Wangen".
For the concluding portion of the
program, Miss Spencer will present a
group of selections primarily Ameri-
can. She will sing "White Jade" by
Dungan, ."Who'll Buy My Lavender",
German, "Grandfather's Love" bv
Hier, "Lullaby for Liana" by Bellini.
and "Joy of Spring'.' by Woodman.
She will be accompanied by June
Whitmer. i
Clubs Hold joint Meeting
Kappa Mu Epsilon and Math club
will hold a joint meeting on Monday,
Jan. 19-a- t 7 p.m. in Taylor hall. The
program will feature a talk by Mar
jorie Owen.
.
thirty-fiv- e miles out of New York
City). That night all thoughts were
turned to the big city and especially
Times Square on New Year's Eve.
The next morning it was a very short
time until the club's rooms in the
Sloane House Y.M.C.A. in the city
were occupied and a two day glimpse
of some of the cbuhdessughtTand
activities of the city was started.
Philadelphia Next Stop
It was a tired bunch of fellows that
left New Xork that Friday morning,
via Jersey City, but by the -- time the
men reached Philadelphia the attrac-
tion of the big city again gave most
9Ctne,nKCond jvindenough to see
a few sights of that metropolis before
going th few miles to Bridgeport for
their evening concert and overnight
stay.
Saturday night and the accompany
ing snow found the club on the east
bank of the Susquehanna in the small
town of Duncannon. After attendance
at church on .Sunday' morning, the
club rode into Harrisburg for dinner
and a vesper concert stop, Williams-port- .
The predicted fifteen hours for the
350-mil- e homeward hop was cut to
slightly more than ten, so arrival in
time for dinner, Tuesday, Jan. 7, and
the "hello" dates which followed was
a fitting finality. Each clubber felt that
this year's trip, although three'months
early, had been one which will be re-
membered for good concerts, new con-cert- s,
'
and eleven days of enjoyment,
and will be hard to surpass in years to
come.
CHAPEL
Wednesday, Jan. Zl'TJirXjetnaii
Schacher. '
Monday, Jan. 26 Doris Feuer, organ
music
-
Tuesday, Jan. 27 Dean W. R. West-hafe- r.
Thursday, Jan. 29 President Charles
"
F. Wishart. M"
Concert Features
Famous Pianist
(Continued from Page 1 ) '
Gluck Sgambati "Melody," a Bach-Buson- i
"Chorale," and the "Turkish
March" from the "ruins of Athens"
by Beethoven.
Born in Krakow, Poland, Munz
began piano lessons when he was nine
years old. Through the Hungarian
Countess f Pauline Metternick Munz
4
IP:
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MIECZYSLAW MUNZ
i
received a scnoiarsbip to the
Academy of Music in Vienna, He
later studied with Busoni in Berlin,
and made his formal debut as a solo
Jst with the Berlin Symphony Or
chestra. His great success at this con
cert won him engagements in Vienna,
Rome, and throughout Poland and
Hungary. .
Business Men Back Him
Munz arrived in New York, a total
stranger, but he made chance ac
quaintances, and a group of business
men provided the money which made
possible a memorable American de-
but.
He has made yearly coast to coast
tours, played with the New York
Philharmonic, and it was he who
opened the season's musicales at the
White House in December 1940.
Say "Mince"
If one has trouble with the pro--
nunciation of this artist's name Mr
Munz explains that it is quite simple.
The last name is pronounced "Mince''
ke the ' well-know- n oie. The " first
name though more difficult', becomes
simpler upon analysis. "Mee-aich-chi- s-
laff", accented on the second syllable.
The next Cooperative Concert will
be the Busch String Quartette on
Mar. 5 and the season wilt close" on
April 22 with a concert by the Woos
ter Symphony Orchestra.
KnoAsks for Student
Co-operati-
on in Prompt
Payment for 2nd Term
To facilitate registration and to pre
vent unnecessary red tape Bruce Knox,
college treasurer, asks all students re
ceiving bills that are to be paid from
home, to send these bills home im
mediately upon, receipt. Often. Mr.
Knox says, students asked that bills be
sent to them in the dorms when in
reality the bills should be sent to the
parent.
Failure pay bills at registration
time causes delay in the treasurer's of
fice and may, in extreme cases of de- -
ay, result in the student's being ex
cluded from classes'. '
Jan. 30 is the deadline for payment
for the second semester, at which time
at least one-ha- lf of the bill for the
semester must be paid.
Repay your debt for Photographs
you received at Christmas by
sending one of your own
-
- made by -
DAWSON
PHO-JOGRAPH-
E R
PHONE 145
Freshmen and Faculty Entertain
-- Students YritteFour Oi&Act Plays
Probably the most successful crouo
of fresnman plays presented'.' in the
lastthree years was given by members
of the class of 194 J, Friday evening.
Jan. 9, in the Little Theatre. The
highlight of the evening was a one-ac- t
play "If Shakespeare Lived Today",
presented by members of the college
faculty. All of the dramas were di-
rected by members of the speech de-
partment's class in play production. '
The selection of the plays was
made quite carefully and although
"Common Clay Court" was unique in
being a study in rhythm, and took sev
eral minutes to comprehend the mean
ing of the incessant pounding of the
jury, the play was well acted. Winona
Northup in the role of Jane and
Jean Ann fierce as the mother pre-
sented very convincing and smooth
running performances. Lois Boop was
the director.
"Yes,MyDea
The most humorous and best di
rected of the freshman olavs was
"Yes, My Dear" whose scene was laid
in a radio studior Herbert Roeers and
Sibyl MacDonald, the directors, did
a praiseworthy job, and the perform-
ance was realistically done. "Yes, My
Dear" was excellently cast and Paul
Weimer as Bally Crane. Thomas
Stricklcr as Herbert Trillblte, Laur-alyn- n
Parkerson as Gwen, Arthur Pal-
mer as the man, and Oscar Olson as a
Mr. Norman turned in first class per
Profs Accelerate
Second Semester
College Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)
Color Day holidays to be eliminated.
2. The first semester of next year
to begin Tuesday, Sept. 1, 1942, in to
order to complete the semester before
Christmas.
3. A summer school to be planned 1.
of 15 weeks' maximum duration and
divided into two periods. ' r
. 4. The summer school to be under
the jurisdiction of the Dean of the
college working' in conjunction with
the Dean of the summer school.
5. The faculty and administration
to volunteer its services for summer
teaching and administration for as
long a period as is necessary without
additional compensation.
These plans were set up in accord
ance with the fourth point of the
resolutions adopted by the Associa
tion of American Colleges at their
annual meeting Jan. 2. The resolu-
tion feads" We " believe that "oooor- - -
uriity should be given for acceler-te- d
programs in the colleges for the be
duration of the war, such opportunity
to be governed by the character and
facilities of each individual institu-
tion."
-- -----
of
The faculty committee on national
defense headed by Chairman E. King
man Eberhart recommended the ac
tions to the faculty at a special meet
ing at- -1 0 - a.m., Tuesday, - Jan.-- 1 3 .
The resolution, in general, was im-mediat- ejy
passed by the faculty.
At the regular faculty meeting that
evening each separate point was ap-
proved by the faculty exactly as it
had been presented by the committee.
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formances. Thomas Strickler as the
hen-pecke- d husband could not have
been better, and Paul Weimer and
Lauralynn Parkerson contributed
much to the comedy. The most ob-
vious flaw in the production was the
timing of the music. . i
"Twentieth Century Lullaby" '
A more timely play than 'Twentieth
Century Lullaby" could not have been
found. The cast possessed seemingly
well trained speaking voices and pro-
vided the audience with the most ef- -'
fective play of the evening. The
lighting was carefully planned and
was executed with precision. Margaret
Rath, the narrator and Betty Lou
Good, the mother, rendered careful
presentations. This drama was directed
by Jane Menold.
Faculty Play
Deep down in the minds of the
audience, no doubt, the most awaited
event of the evening was the drama
which John A. Hutchison, of the
philosophy department, Lowell W.
Coolidge, George W. Bradford, and
Frederick W. Moore, all of the Eng.
lish department and Arthur L;Kalten- -
born of the speech department had
promised to do for Wooster audi-
ences. The play itself, written by Lord
Dunsany wasn't much, but we didn't
care about that; we were all waiting
for the faculty to show their camou
flaged heads and the minute they did.
pleasant time was had by all.
R.G.W.
Dr. Jacoby Warns
About Flu Epidemic
By DR. GEORGE W. JACOBY
Medical Director
A" few leading medical men. feel --
that this winter will bring a recur- -'
rence of an influenza epidemic equal
that of last winter. Some have
gone so far as to say it will equal the
severe epidemic of World War No.
In epidemics like these, few escape.
The robust are victims as well as the
weak. It strikes without warning.
Complications such as pneumonia,
pleurisy, otitis media and sinusitis
are frequent. No matter how light the
attack, the potential danger is great.
The mildest cases must be given medi-- y
cal care.
Regular meals, adequate hours of
sleep, avoiding constipation, six to ten
glasses of water daily, prevention of
undue exposure, moderate exercise and
early treatment o f cold and sore
throats will do much to modify and
reduce the incidence and severity of
the disease on our campus. ' '
ThV first cases of influenza have
,
passed through Hygeia hall. Will you
next?
Admissions Men 2 Women 3
Discharges Men 2 Women 3
Dispensary treatments for the week
Jan.'5-12- , 1942 205.
No Issue Next Week
The Wooster Voice will not be
. published next week, because of
examinations. The next scheduled
publication date for the Voice is
Jan. 29. Revised issue dates for
the entire semester will be pre-
sented iiTthe hear future. " -
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